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I. A termination theorem
ln this note we present a powlerful method for
proving the termination of’ term-rewriting systems
based on the following notion of a simplification
ordering.
Definition. A transitive and irreflexive relation >- is a
simplijkatiorzordering on a set of terms T if for any

terms t, t’, f(-- t ***), f(-• t’ a--)E T
: I ) t ‘i- t’ implies f(--6t se-)Z f(-- t’ a-) and
(2) f(- t -) t t.
Note that this definition does not require that >
is well-founded (cf. [5,7]). We shall assut%7e
throughout this note that all function symbols ? +e fixed
arity.
A term-rewritingsystem P over a set of terms T is
a finite set of rewrite rules of the form Q,(g) + ri(@,
u here the & are variables ranging over I’. Such a rule
ic ,ipplied to a term t E T in the following manner: if
t ~~mtams a subterm Qi(Z),i.e. the variables C are
i--rstantiatedwith terms C, then replace that subterm
e corresponding termri($), thereby obtaining i. The choice of rule and subterm is nondeterinistrc. We write t * t’ to indicate that the term t’
d from the term t by a single application
to P\K of the subterms oft. (The variahk+ appearing in ri must be a sub~t of those in Qi.)
‘or tu~nple. the bystem consisting of the one rule
’ -This rc\carch was supported under NSF Grant MCS772283,.
212

well-founded orderings

(01 0) 7 -+ (Y (p - y) reparenthesizes a product by
associating to the right. Applying that rule twice to
the term t = (a b) ((c - d) e), we get
l

l

l

l

t * a (b - ((c
l

l

l

l

d) e)) * a * (b (c (d - e)))
l

l

l

or, alternatively,
t =+(a b) 0(c (d - e)) * a (b (c (d e))) .
l

l

l

l

l

l

In either case, no further applications of the rule are
possible. We say that a term-rewriting system P terminates, if there exist no infinite sequences of terms
ti E T such that tr * tz * t3 * *a*. In general, it is
undecidable whether a systern terminates [2].
The following theorem gives a sufficient criterion
for proving that a term-rewriting system terminates
for all inputs.
Termination Theorem. A term-rewriting system
P = (ai + ri)P=; over a set of terms T terminates if
there exists a simplification ordering t over T such
that
Qisri,

i= 1, ... . p,

for any assignment of terms in T to the variables
Of Qi.
The proof of this theorem is based on the following:
Tree Theorem ([4]). In any infinite sequence tr, t2, ...
of terms over a finite set of function symbols, there
exists a pair of terms ti and tj, i < j, such that ti is
homeomorphically embedded in ti (when ti and ti
are viewed as trees).
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We shall denote this embedding relation by 4.
We have
s = f(Sl, s2, l... sm) 4 g(tr , t2, . .. . tn) = t ,
if and only if
(a) f = g and Si4 ti for all i, 1 G i < m = n or else
(b)sQ tiforsomei,
I G&n.
Roof of Tree Theorem ([S]). Assume that the theorem is false. Then there exist one or more infinite
‘counterexample’ sequences of terms such that no
element can be embedded in a subsequent one. We
construct a ‘minimal’ counterexample sequence
t = (ti)i in the following manner: if the elements
tl, t29 ..*3 G-1 (i 2 1) have already been chosen, then
let ti be a minimal size (i.e. number of function symbols) ith element of a counterexample sequence
beginning with the elements already chosen.
We need the following observation: Let s = (si)i
be any infinite sequence whose elements are proper
subterms of successive elements of some subsequence
of t. By the assumption of minimality of t, if sl is a
subterm of some tk, then the sequence tr, t2, ....
must contain an embedding pair si 4 sj
tk -_5, Sl, s2,
(i < j). Moreover, there must exist an infinite chain
s. <J s. 4 s. 4 .” of subterms (ir < i2 < ia < *em);
e:ch ezbedd:d in the next. (Otherwise, there would
be an infinite number of maximal length, but finite,
chains, each beginning beyond where the previous
chain ended. But then the last elements of those
chains form an infinite sequence of subterms which
must also contain an embedding pair, implying that
some chain was not maximal.)
Nlow,by the pigeon-hole principle, there exists an
infinite subsequence f(si, si, .. . . sk), f(& sz, ....
s&), ... of t, all elements of which have the same
outermost function symbol, f. Furthermore, by the
above observation, the sequence (s\)i of first arguments contains an infinite embedding chain sir 4
i2 sa ... . Consider the sequence of terms f(# ,
%
S;;f , . . . . Si ), f(# , s$, . .. . &), . .. . Repeating the
above procedure
. m - I times for the remaining argu.
ments si, .... & yields an infinite subsequence of
terms of t, every argument of which can be embedded
in the correspcnding argument of t
term. Consequently, each term in the subsequence
can be embedded in the next; hence, t could not have
been a counterexample.
l

l

l
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We shall need the following:
Lemma. Let s and t be terms in T. If s 4 t, then
S< t in any simplification ordering > over T.
.

The proof is by induction on the size of t.
Assume that s’ 4 t’ implies s’< t’ for any t’ smaller
than t. By the defmition of 4, ifs = f(sr, s2, ... .
sin) 4 g(t1, t2, ".9 tn) = t (m or n may be O),then
either
(a) f=gandsiQ
tiforall lGGm=n,inwhich
case si 4 ti and therefore s 4 t (property (1) of simplification orderings); or else
(b) s 4 ti for some i, in which case s 4 ti <
g(*** ti =**) = t (property (2)).

hof.

We are ready for the
Proof of Termination Theorem. Assume that P does
not terminate. Then there exists an infinite sequence
of term5 tr * t2 =$_* . Note that there can be only a
finite number of function symbols appearing in the
sequence (thase in ti and in P),If for a simplification
ordering > we have lli > rig then it follows (using
property (1)) that t 1 t t2 t lmgand by transitivity
that ti > tj for all i < j. But, by the Tree Theorem
ti 4 tj for some i < j, and by the lemma ti 4 tj. This
contradicts the asymmetry oft (asymmetry follows
from transitivity and irreflexivity).
This result may be used to simplify proofs of wellfoundedness and termination, e.g. tlr.ose in [ 1,3,6,
9,101.
2. Some examples
Consider’ the one-rule term-rewriting system
(o P) - Y + o! . (0 71
l

l

following recursively defined ordering: t > t’
for two terms t and t’, if
(i) It1> lt’l, where ItI denotes the number of
function symbols in t, or else t and t’ are prod
ms o - fl and 0~’- $, respectively, an
ItI = lt’l and cu>a’ or else
(iii) ItI = It’l, a! = (y’,and fi> 0 (cf. the ordering

and the

in

Plb
TOseethat thisis a simplification ordering, note
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s ItI 2 It’l. Thus, if cy>- (Y’,then
(i) or (ii)) and fl a > /3 a’ (by (i) or
l

, la

l

l

PI> lal, IPI and therefore

. To prove termination, we need
l

@ y) in this ordering.
fact that I(or 8 71s
l

l

l

prove that the system

over addition, termiLet the function_ 7 map terms into multisets

(iii) for any atomic term u, 7(u) = (81, wh.ere 8
enctes the empty multiset.
For example, r(((a + b) (c + d)) + e) =
l

’ :0,0,0,01,91.
We use the following simplification ordering:

for two terms t and t’, if T(tj >> p(t’) in the
>>. In this ordering (see
for multisets X # $9,‘Y,and 2 :
if for each element y E Y there is some x E X such
that x >> y. For example, { (9,9,9,9),
9) >>
+
1 -+ t’,

jsted tnultiset ordering
J ), X U Z >> Y U 2,

*’‘0+0,01, !9,9,9), 91, sire {9,9,9.91X>
,0,0). It should be obvious from this definition
>>that XlJZ>>YUZifX
>>Y and that
X w 2 >> 2 if X # $9.It is also easy to prove that
L X -) >>bX for any multiset X, by induction on
d depth of X. With these facts in mind, it is
rward to verify that > is a simplification
o prove termination it remains to show that
7) and (0 + y) *c11
>.@a (x)+
ly *a), i.e. we must show
* tP + y) >- Car- /3) + (a

l

+ Y)) = NP f Y) - ar) = {T(QI) u 7(p) L’ T(Y))
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3. An application
As an application of the Termination Theorem,
consider the following class of orderings: with each
function symbol f of arity n 2 0 associate some real
polynomial F(xI, ... . x,) of n variables. Then extend
this relation to a morphism on terms, i.e. f(tl, .... t,J =
F(& .... i;n, where Fis the real expression associated
with the term t. The set of terms T constructed from
those function symbols may be ordered according to
the real values of the associated expressions, i.e. t t t’,
for two terms t and t’ in T, if and only if T->i’. Thus,
to prove that a term-rewriting system P over T terminates, olne must show that the polynomials F(xI,.,.,
x,) satisfy the two conditions for simplification
orderings
(1) x > x’ implies F(***x l
**)> F(0-axp l
**)and (2) F(- x l
) > x, and also that G >G each rule
Qj+ rj in P.
Conveniently, these are all decidable properties
for polynomials over the reals [ 111. By the same
token, it is decidable if there exists any polynomial
of degree less than any given n that demonstrates
terzlnation. In this manner, the undecidability for
polynomials over the natural numbers, encountered
in the method of [6], is circumvented.
Finally, we note that the Termination Theorem
provides sufficient but not necessary conditions for
termination. To see this, consider, for example, the
one-rule system ffa! + fgfa, where f and g are unary
function symbols. This system always terminates,
since each application of the rule decreases the number of adjacent f s. On the other hand, ffcv4 fgfol
and therefore ffa $ fgfa in any simplification ordering. Consequently, there is no simplification ordering
> under. which ffa + fgfol. Moreover, there can be no
well-ordering > of all the terms constructable flom
f and g - that satisfies the monotonicity property (1)
-_ under which ffcv> fgfol. (Since > cannot be a simplification ordering, for some term ar it must be that
QIt hoi, where h is f or g; consequently, Q > ha >
hhcw> **is an infinite descending sequence and >
cannot be a well-ordering.)
l

i/

T(lar - p) + f :;u- y)) = -if@

l

ar) + (r - a))

= ,%x) u Tf,Cj, T(Q) u r(y))

.

urn follows from the fact that the multisets
+y) cannot be empty and therefore
7Ca)u
214

7(p)

u 7(y)

>>

7(a)

u 7(p),

T(U) u 7(y)

.
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